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aged 16 or over. Wahl Rapid Clip Hair Clipper dealsLegendary clipper brand, Wahl, has quite the history. Founded in 1919 by American Leo J. Wahl, the company prides itself as being the first in the world to invent and patent the electric hair clipper. Today, the firm remains at the forefront of the grooming industry and claims to produce tools used
by over 90% of Barbers. But what about us ol’ amateurs sitting alone in lockdown with Mop Top ‘dos that would put The Beatles to shame? Luckily, Wahl produces some of the best consumer hair clippers that we can use from the comfort of our own homes, too. The brand’s most recent release is the Rapid Clip - a close-trimming hair clipper designed
to work around the contours of the head for an easier, quicker cut.We’ve given the clippers a whirl the past week to find out if they can match the pro trimming tools you’d find in the salon. Here goes...(Image credit: Future)Wahl Rapid Clip Review: Price And AvailabilityThe Wahl Rapid Clip was first released during the midst of the pandemic in
August 2020 and is still available to buy now with an RRP of £49.99. A quick google, though, and you’re likely to pick them up from some online retailer for a few pounds cheaper.In the box you’ll get the cordless clipper, 10 comb attachments (#0.5-8mm), one right and left ear taper comb (#0.7-25mm), a pair of scissors, a barber comb and a styling
comb, blade oil, cleaning brush, charger and a decent quality travel bag to store it all in.(Image credit: Future)Wahl Rapid Clip Review: DesignThe Wahl Rapid Clip hair clippers’ design harps back to the more classic aesthetic of traditional barber clippers, and we love it. The silver accents on the black body are a nice touch. We particularly like the
old school-style rocker switch on the side, which acts as the on/off button. It’s all very minimal but without looking boring, and will definitely make you look like more of a pro while using them, even if you’re really not. The clipper body has a good weight to it: it’s perhaps a little heavier than your standard clipper set, but still light enough to use for
longer periods. The added weight also means it doesn’t feel cheap in the hand.Packed with precision ground blades, an adjustable taper lever and 10 combs for a wider variety of cutting lengths, the Rapid Clip has just about every short hair style covered, and you can even do fades with the bundled taper combs. It can also be used cordless or corded,
which scores it big marks for ease of use. (Image credit: Future)Wahl Rapid Clip Review: PerformanceWhere the Rapid Clip really comes into its own is performance.During use, we found that the device has a good overall ergonomic feel thanks to its slim, curved handle that ensures a great grip and a well-balanced performance. It cuts where it
should without being phased by thicker hair and is also super comfortable to use. Precision is top notch and we just cannot fault it. The close-cutting stainless steel blades feed the hair in one swipe. In fact, we might even go as far as saying they are a little too sharp. We say that because many people who make a purchase of the Rapid Clip are likely
to be amateurs, or people who have never even used an electric clipper before. And so we advise beginners to be extremely careful when using these clippers - especially upon first use when you’ve not adapted to how sharp the blades are.Nevertheless, this clipper cuts hair exceptionally well, leaving everything looking smooth and even thanks to the
lightweight, compact design, which makes it easy to work around the contours of the head, quickly. When it comes to battery power, Wahl’s Rapid Clip are fully charged within three hours and offer 120 minutes of cordless run time, which is by far enough - even to cover a family hair cutting session.(Image credit: Future)Wahl Rapid Clip Review:
VerdictThe Wahl Rapid Clip is by far one of the best home hair clippers out there. It’s got a great classic style, it’s ergonomic and easy to use and best of all it’s got the precision to cut hair the way you want it, effortlessly. And with an RRP of under £50, we can’t think of a better clipper to splash your cash on. Liked this?Prices - Wahl Rapid Clip Hair
Clipper:▼ Photo Courtesy: Aleksandar Georgiev/E+/Getty Images People cut their own hair for many reasons, including saving time and money. You certainly don’t want to end up with a hatchet job that costs a fortune and takes up even more valuable time to repair. When you’re ready to channel your own inner barber or hairdresser, then make sure
you start with quality hair clippers to get the job done right. Options for clippers include different power settings, adjustable blades and easy-to-swap accessories to help you get the most out of your equipment. Not sure how to choose the right option? Start by learning about some of the top brands and models on the market, according to DIY hair
stylists just like you. MORE FROM CONSUMERSEARCH.COM Join our newsletter All the best features, news, tips and great deals to help you live a better life through technology Thank you for signing up to T3. You will receive a verification email shortly. There was a problem. Please refresh the page and try again. By submitting your information you
agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over. If there’s one thing that lockdown has taught us, it’s that we’ll never take the hairdresser’s for granted ever again.Keeping your hair under control when the barber’s shop is out of bounds can prove difficult to say the least. As a result, we’ve all definitely seen - or even
fashioned - a remarkably bad self-cut hairstyle over the past year or so, probably lopped off and styled with some kitchen scissors and an old comb.This has led to the investment of hair-cutting appliances on a national scale. Knowing how to use these devices or not, many of us have convinced ourselves that such a purchase will automatically turn us
into qualified hairdressers.A common oversight, however, is ordering the best beard trimmers instead of the best hair clippers. It’s an easy mistake to make. Both appliances look very similar, so you’ve got to be careful not to put the wrong item in your online shopping basket and land yourself with a dodgy hairdo. If you’re looking to purchase a tool
to get your locks back on top form and need some tips to facilitate the buying process, then read on.Hair clippers and beard trimmers are similar in many ways. Both have a similar design, size and even branding and so one can often be mistaken for the other. The primary difference between the two, though, is the length and the size of the blade.
This is the main design feature to look out for. Hair clippers are used to cut hair that is much longer so usually have bigger attachments that help them to adjust the length of the hair.Beard trimmers, on the other hand, don’t always have adjustments and if they do they usually come in smaller measurements, often in sizes between 1mm and 5mm. The
blades that are used in beard trimmers are also much thinner and are designed that way to allow them to work with greater detail on short hair and stubble in areas around the neck and chin.(Image credit: Remington)Hair Clippers Vs Beard Trimmer: Differences In UsageWhile trimmers and clippers can appear almost identical in appearance, they
are intended to be used in completely different scenarios. A clipper is intended for bulk hair cutting on larger areas, but does not cut extremely close to the skin. On the other hand, a trimmer is designed for edging, outlining, dry shaving and light shaping on smaller areas such as the back of the neck, around the ears and sideburns, for instance.We
spoke to hair expert, consultant and stylist, Lisa Brown, who not only cleared things up, but warned we should never use the device interchangeably.“Hair clippers are not only more robust and powerful - making it easier to control when cutting the hair - but they have a wider head to cover a larger area,” she explains. “Beard trimmers are much
smaller and ideal for covering the face area, making it easier for trimming around the nose and mouth. It would literally take twice as long to do a hair cut with a beard trimmer.”Dropping some useful pearls of wisdom, she adds: “When using hair clippers, always start on the longer grade and be careful; it’s very easy to make mistakes and
exceptionally difficult to rectify them, especially when you’re tackling it by yourself.”Hair Clippers Vs Beard Trimmer: Best Of Both Worlds?While beard trimmers and hair clippers have their own distinctive use cases, some manufacturers have looked at bringing the benefits of both to one device, so you can have the best of both worlds. Take
Remington, for example. This personal care brand has done a tremendous job at delivering dual hair and beard-cutting features in its latest T-series Hair and Beard Kit (pictured above). This is a super premium trimming and clipping appliance that comes with an adjustable precision stubble comb cutting beards and stubble at lengths between 1.5 and
5mm, a full foil shaver attachment for closer shaves around the neck, and nine clipper attachment combs that range from 1.5mm all the way up to 25mm. We’ve used it religiously during lockdown and cannot recommend it enough.Now, armed with all this extra knowledge, why not take a look at our list of the best beard trimmers and best hair
clippers.
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